
THEMES AUTUMN / WINTER 2019
 
This autumn and winter it is all about nature, peace of 
mind, contentment and good fortune. Therefore we 
split up our collection in two themes; Subtle Luxury & 
Native Nomads. We updated our theme Subtle Luxury 
with new colours and materials, while Native Nomads 
introduces the rising of shades inspired by nature 
which radiate serenity.
 
The colours ochre yellow, green, pink, warm red and 
dark blue already had a strong attendance in our 
spring/summer 2019 collection. You will certainly 
see these colours again in our autumn/winter 2019 
collection. Together with gold, bronze and brass, 
these colours give your interior a luxurious and rich 
appeal, as if you were living in your own private hotel 
room. Gold is a colour which associates with the sun, 
warmth and wealth. Red stands for passion, love and 
happiness while green gives you a feeling of good 
health, nature and vitality. These are all colours which 
give you a luxurious and rich feeling and that is exactly 
why you still find these colours in our Subtle Luxury 
theme. 

This autumn/winter season you will also find more 
natural shades in our collection; several brown tones 
like sand brown, clay brown and cognac are really 
upcoming colours. The brown tones will slowly become 
more present in each interior. Also sun kissed colours 
such as ochre yellow, faded pink and grayed jade are 
natural colours which fit perfectly in this autumn/winter 
collection. These colours supplemented with natural 
materials make our theme Native Nomads complete.
 
Another trend colour for this season is coral pink. 
This colour of the year 2019 cannot be left out of our 
collection. We have expanded our successful range 
of flip clocks with two limited editions which have the 
coral pink as an accent colour - But there is more! 
In our autumn/winter collection we also have clocks, 
table lamps and other home décor items in this special 
colour.
 
Combinations in the interior are allowed to be a little 
more daring and colourful compared to last season. 
Everything is possible - combine colours, styles and 
prints. Go ahead and mix and match to make your own 
perfect style group.


